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PERSONALIZED SEARCH RESULTS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to personalizing search results based on a device

profile of user device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Search engines are becoming a primary service for accessing information

using the Internet In addition to web pages, users are increasingly turning to special

purpose applications to obtain sought after information. Thus, there is an ever growing

demand for applications that perform specific functionalities.

SUMMARY

[0003] One aspect of the disclosure provides a method for personalizing search

results based on the device features of a user device. The method includes receiving an

encoded device profile indicating device features of the user device by a processing

device. The device features at least indicate one or more native applications installed on

the user device. In some implementations, the device features further include a list of

native applications recently executed by the user device, a list of native applications that

have been deleted from the user device, and/or a list of web applications recently

accessed by the user device. The method further includes identifying the device features

of the user device based on the encoded device profile, receiving a search query from the

user device, an performing an application search based on the search query to identify a

consideration set of application state records. The method further includes adjusting the

consideration set based on the device features to obtain an adjusted consideration set and

generating search results based on the adjusted consideration set

[0004] According to some implementations, the encoded device profile includes a

Bloom filter having a plurality of Boolean values stored at a plurality of index addresses

thereof. The Bloom filter can indicate the device features of the user device. In some of

these implementations, recreating the encoded device profile as a recreated device profile

includes obtaining a list of potential applications and for each potential application

identified in the list of potential applications: i) feeding an application identifier of the



potential application into a hash procedure to obtain k index addresses; ii) querying the

Bloom filter at the k indexes addresses; and iii) selectively adding the application

identifier to the device features of the user device based on the querying of the Bloom

filter. The value of k is an integer greater than one.

[0005] In some implementations of the method, the consideration set indicates a

plurality of application records obtained from an application datastore. The plurality of

application records indicates applications that are relevant to the search query.

Additionally or alternatively, the consideration set can indicate a plurality of application

state records obtained from an application state datastore. In these implementations, the

plurality of application state records indicates states of one or more records that are

relevant to the search query. According to some implementations, adjusting the

consideration set includes for each record in the consideration set: i ) determining a result

score of the record based on one or more features of the record and one or more features

of the query and ii ) selectively boosting the result score based on the device features of

the user device. The application state records may be ranked in the consideration set

based on the respective result scores thereof. According to other implementations,

adjusting the consideration set includes for each application state record in the

consideration set determining a result score of the application state record based on one

or more features of the application state record, one or more query features of the query,

and the device features of the user device. The application state records may be ranked in

the consideration set based on the respective result scores thereof.

[ 0Θ6] According to some implementations the method further include receiving a

request to initiate a search session from the user device initiating the search session,

assigning a session identifier to the search session, and associating the session identifier

to the device features of the user device. In some of these implementations, the session

identifier is used to retrieve the device features of the user device when the search query

is received from the user device and when subsequent search queries are received from

the user device n some implementations the method includes storing the identified

device features of the user device in a recreated device profile.

[0007] According to another aspect of the disclosure, a search engine includes a

storage device including one or more computer readable mediums and a processing



device executing computer readable instructions. The computer readable instructions,

when executed by the processing device, cause the processing device to receive an

encoded device profile indicating device features of a user device. The device features at

least indicate one or more native appiications installed on the user device. In some

implementations, the device features further include a list of native appiications recently

executed by the user device, a list of native applications that have been deleted from the

user device, and/or a list of web applications recently accessed by the user device. The

computer readable instructions further cause the processing device to identify the device

features of the user device based on the encod e device profile, receive a search query

from the user device, and perform an application search based on the search query to

identify a consideration set of records. The computer readable instructions further cause

the processing device to adjust the consideration set based on the device features to

obtain an adjusted consideration set and generate search results based on the adjusted

consideration set.

[0008] According to some implementations, the encoded device profile includes a

Bloom filter having a plurality of Boolean values stored at a plurality of index addresses

thereof. The Bloom filter can indicate the device features of the user device. In some of

these implementations, recreating the encoded device profile as a recreated device profile

includes obtaining a list of potential applications and for each potential application

identified in the list of potential appiications: i) feeding an application identifier of the

potential application into a hash procedure to obtain k index addresses; ii) querying the

Bloom filter at the k indexes addresses; and iii) selectively adding the application

identifier to the device features of the user device based on the querying of the Bloom

filter. The value of k is an integer greater than one.

[0009] In some implementations of the search engine, the consideration set indicates

a plurality of application records obtained from an application datastore. The plurality of

application records indicates applications that are relevant to the search query.

Additionally or alternatively, the consideration set can indicate a plurality of application

state records obtained from an application state datastore. In these implementations, the

plurality of application state records indicates states of one or more records that are

relevant to the search query. According to some implementations, adjusting the



consideration set includes for each application state record in the consideration set: i)

determining a result score of the application state record based on one or more

appli cation features of the application state record and one or more features of the query

and ii) selectively boosting the result score based on the device features of the user

device. The application state records may be ranked in the consideration set based on the

respective result scores thereof. According to other implementations adjusting the

consideration set includes for each application state record in the consideration set

determining a result score of the application state record based on one or more query

features of the record, one or more features of the query, and the device features of the

user device. The application state records may be ranked in the consideration set based

on the respective result scores thereof.

[00 ] According to some implementations, the computer readable instructions

further cause the processing device to receive a request to initiate a search session from

the user device initiate the search session, assign a session identifier to the search session,

and associate the session identifier to the device features of the user device. In some of

these implementations, the session identifier is used to retrieve the device features of the

user device when the search query is received from the user device and when subsequent

search queries are received from the user device. In some implementations, the

computer readable instructions further cause the processing device to store the identified

device features of the user device in a recreated device profile.

[001 ] The details of one or more implementations of the disclosure are set forth in

the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other aspects, features, and

advantages will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from the claims

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012] FIG. A is a schematic illustrating an example environment of a search

engine.

[0013] FIGS. B and 1C are schematics illustrating examples of search results being

displayed by a user device.

[0014] FIG. 2Ais a schematic illustrating example components of a user device.



[0015] FIG. 2B is a schematic illustrating an example of generating a Bloom filter

using a list of applications.

[0016] FIG. 3 is a schematic illustrating example components of a search engine.

[0017] FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating an example set of operations for a method

for performing a function based application search.

[0018] FIG 5 is a flow chart illustrating an example set of operations for a method

for performing an application state search

[0019] Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] FIG. 1A illustrates an example environment 0 for processing search queries

122. The example environment 0 includes a search engine 300 and one or more user

devices 200. The search engine 300 is a system of one or more computing devices (e.g.,

server devices). The search engine 300 is configured to receive a search query 122 and a

device profile 6 from a user device 200 and to provide personalized search results 30

to the user device 200 based on the search query 122 and a device profile 126. Search

results 30 can include one or more result objects that the search engine 300 outputs to

the user device 200 whereby the user device 200 displays the search results 30. The

result objects may contain information pertaining to an item that is relevant to the search

query 22 . Examples of search results 130 may include but are not limited to, listings of

websites, applications, products, and/or sendees. A search engine 300 determines the

search results 30 by identifying items that are relevant to the information conveyed in

the search query 122 (and in some cases one or more other query parameters 124).

[0021] The search engine 300 utilizes the device profile 126 (and possibly other

information, such as user information) to tailor the search results 130 to the user device

200 that provides the search query 22. In some implementations, the search engine 300

ranks the items or selects which items to include in the search results 130 based on the

device profile 126. A device profile 126 is a data structure that defines one or more

device features 128 of a user device 200. The device features 128 can identify a list of

native applications 218 (FIG. 2A) that are installed on the user device 200, a list of native

applications 218 that were recently executed by the user device 200, a list of web



applications 216 (FIG. 2A) that were recently accessed by the user device 200 (e.g.,

executed by the web browser of the user device 200), and/or a ist of applications that

were deleted from the user device 200. The device profile 126 can further include

additional features, such as an operating system of the user device 200, a maker of the

user device 200, a model of the user device 200, and/or a list of peripheral devices (e.g.,

camera, fingerprint scanner, etc .) of the user device 200.

[0022] The search engine 300 can be configured to perform application searches.

Application searches are searches that relate to applications 10. An application 110 can

refer to computer readable instructions that cause a computing device (e.g., a user device

200) to perform a task in some examples, an application 0 is referred to as an "app."

Example applications 1 0 include, but are not limited to produce and service review

applications, navigation applications, news and information applications, messaging

applications, media streaming applications, social networking applications, and games.

Applications 110 can be executed on a variety of different user devices 200. For

example, applications can be executed on mobile computing devices, such as smart

phones 200b, tablets 200a, wearable computing devices (e.g., headsets and/or watches),

or vehicle infotainment devices. Applications 0 can also be executed on other types of

user devices 200 having other form factors, such as laptop computers 200c, desktop

computers, or other consumer electronic devices. Applications can be native

applications 218 or web applications 216. Native applications 218 are applications that

are installed on a user device 200 and at least partial ly executed on the user device 200.

In some examples, native applications are installed on a user device 200 prior to the

purchase of the user device 200. In other examples, a user device 200 may dow load a

native application from a digital distribution platform, such as the APP STORE® digital

distribution platform developed by Apple Inc. or the GOOGLE PLAY© digital

distribution platform developed by Google Inc. In these examples, the user device 200

downloads and installs the application at the request of a user. In some examples, all of a

native application's functionality is performed by the user device 200 on which the

application is installed. These native applications may function without communication

with other computing devices (e.g., via the Internet). n other examples, a native

application installed on a user device 200 may access information from a remote



computing device (e.g., a server) at runtime. For example, a weather application installed

on a user device 200 may access the latest weather information via a remote server and

display the accessed weather information to the user through the installed weather

application Web applications 2 6 are applications that a user accesses using a web

browser application executed by the user device 200.

[0023] Application searches can include "function based application searches" and/or

"application state searches." A function based application search is a search for

applications 10 that are relevant to the search query 122. In a function based application

search, the result objects each indicate an application 1 0 that is relevant to the search

query 122. Each result object can contain content relating to the application. For

example, if the search query 22 contains the query terms "listen to music," the search

results 0 (see e.g., FIG. B) can include result objects 33 that provide descriptions of

various audio streaming/playback applications. In another example, if the search query

22 contains the query terms "addictive games," the search results 30 can include result

objects that can mclude descriptions of specific popular gaming applications, highly rated

gaming applications, and/or games that reviewers have described as "addictive." In some

implementations, the content of a result object 133 corresponding to an application 1 0

can mclude a description of the application 0, one or more screen shots of the

application 1 0 , a rating of the application 0, one or more reviews of the application

0 and/or a link to a digital distribution platform to download the application 0 .

[0024] FIG B illustrates an example of search results 130 resulting from a function

based application search. In the illustrated example, the user device 200 is displaying

search results 130 corresponding to the search query "play a fun game." In the illustrated

example, the search results 130 mclude organic search results 32 and an advertisement

134. The organic search results 132 are search results that are relevant to the search

query 122. The organic search results 32 may include one or more result objects 133,

each result object 33 corresponding to a different application 10. Each result object

133 may include, for example, a description of the application , one or more screen

shots of the advertised application 1 0 and/or a link 136 to a digital distribution platform

whereby the user can opt to download the application 110 from the digital distribution

platform. Should the user desire to download the application 10, the user can select the



link 136 to launch the digital distribution platform. The search results 130 illustrated in

FIG. B are provided for example only. The search results 130 may be arranged in any-

suitable manner.

[0025] Additionally or alternatively, the application search engine 300 can perform

application state searches. An application state search identifies specific states of

applications 0 that are relevant to the search query 122. The result objects resulting

from an application state search can include state links to different states of one or more

applications 10. A state of an application 0 can refer to a specific screen or

functionality of the application 10. For example, in response to a search query 122

containing the query terms "late-night food," an application state search can include a

state link to an entry for a review of a local diner provided by a restaurant reviewing

application (e.g., the YELP® application by Yelp, Inc.). n this example, the user can

select the state link to the entry for the review, and the user device 200 can launch the

application 0 to a state that contains the review.

[0026] A state link can refer to an object that includes text and/or images that a user

may select (e.g., touch) via a user interface of the user device 200. In some

implementations, the state link includes an application access mechanism. An

application access mechanism allows a user device 200 to access a state of an application.

An application access mechanism can include one or more application resource

identifiers, one or more web resource identifiers (e.g., Uniform Resource Locators

"URLs"), and/or one or more commands for accessing the state of the application. An

application resource identifier is a string of letters, numbers, and/or symbols that

references a specific state of a native application. An application resource identifier can

include a reference to the native application 218, as well as a portion that the native

application 218 can use to launch to the specified state. Some native applications may

not be configured to receive application resource identifiers. In such a case, the one or

more commands can be executed by the user device 200 to access a specific state of the

application 10. For example, the one or more commands may be embodied in a script

that when executed cause the user device to launch a native application indicated in the

script and to input one or more parameters to the native application to access the specific

state. A user can select a state link (e.g., click or press the link) to launch the application



110 to the specified state. For example, a state link to a music streaming application can

include a resource identifier that identifies a particular playlist or song in a manner

understood by the media streaming application. When the user selects the state link to

the musi streaming application, the user device 200 can attempt to launch a native

version of the music streaming application using an application resource identifier

contained in the state link. When launched using the application URL, the music

streaming application can begin playing back the selected playlist or song.

[0027] FIG. 1C illustrates an example of search results 130 resulting from an

application state search. In the illustrated example, the user device 200 is displaying

search results 30 corresponding to the search query "Late night diners by me." In the

illustrated example, the search results 30 include state links 42 to different

applications. Each state link 142 can be displayed in a result object 133. Furthermore,

some of the result objects 133 may link to a default state (e.g. home page) of an

application For example, state link 142a links to the default page of the YELP®

application . The user can select one of the state links 142 to launch the corresponding

native application to the given state. n some implementations, if the native application

218 is not installed o the user device 200, the user device 200 can attempt to launch a

web application 2 6 using a web resource identifier contained in the state link or can

launch a digital distribution platform where the user can download the native application.

The search results 130 illustrated in FIG. C are provided for example only. The search

results 30 may be arranged in any suitable manner.

[0028] During an application search, the search engine 300 tailors the search results

30 based on the device features 28 contained in the device profile 126. For instance, if

the search engine 300 is performing a function based application search, the search

engine 300 can adjust the search results 30 such that applications that are not installed

on the user device 200 are ranked higher than applications that are installed on the user

device 200 in the search results 130. In another example, if the search engine 300 is

performing an application state search, the search engine 300 can adjust the search results

30 so that states of applications that are installed on the user device 200 are ranked

higher than states of applications that are not installed on the user device 200. In yet

another example, when performing any application search, the search engine 300 can



adjust the search results 130 so that applications that have been deleted from the user

device 200 do not appear in the search results or are ranked less than appiications that are

instal led on the user device 200 and/or applications that have never been instal led on the

user device 200.

[0029] The user device 200 can communicate the device profile 126 to the search

engine 300 at any suitable time. In some implementations, the user device 200

communicates the device profile 126 upon initiating a searc session. A search session is

a period during which the user device 200 sends search queries 122 to the search engine

300. Upon initiating a search session, the searc engine 300 can assign a session

identifier ("session ID") to the search session. The user device 200 can provide the

device profile 26 to the search engine 300 and the search engine 300 can associate the

session ID with the device profile 6. The search engine 300 may associate other

information to the session ID as well. For instance, the search engine 300 can associate a

user profile to the session ID. n some implementations, the user device 200

communicates a search query 22 in a query wrapper 120. A query wrapper 120 is a data

structure that contains the search query 122 and other query parameters 124 (e.g., a

location of the user device 200, an operating system of the user device 200, a user

account of the user). In some implementations, the other query parameters 124 include

the session ID. According to these implementations, when the user device 200 transmits

query wrappers 20 during the search session the search engine 300 can look up device

profile 126 using the session ID, so long as the search session corresponding to the

session ID is still valid. In these implementations, the privacy of the user may be

protected, as information regarding a user's device is associated with a session ID rather

than the user. In some implementations, the user device 200 communicates the device

profile 126 with the search query 122 in the query wrapper 20. In these

implementations, the device profile 26 does not need to be transmitted at the initiation

of a search session. Further, in these implementations, the privacy of the user may be

protected, as information regarding the user's device 200 encoded in the Bloom filter is

transmitted directly with the search wrapper 0 in a compact format and so secondary

storage is not necessary. In some implementations, the search engine 300 stores the

device profile 126 with a user profile of the user. In these implementations, the search



engine 300 can store the device profile 126 and the user device 200 can periodically

update the data contained in the device profile 26

[0030] In some implementations, the user device 200 encodes the device profile 126

into an encoded device profile 126e to reduce the amount of data being communicated to

the search engine 300. The user device 200 can compress the device profile 126 using

one or more Bloom filters. A Bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure

that can be used to determine whether an element is a member of a set. In some

implementations, a Bloom filter is an array of m bits that stores Boolean values (e.g., one

or zero). The search engine 300 can query the encoded device profile 126e to obtain the

device features 128. For example, the search engine 300 can query the Bloom filter to

identify the information contained therein with a high degree of certainty. Alternatively,

the user device 200 can compress the device profile 26 into a suitable format. For

example, the user device 200 can compress the device profile 126 using a compression

algorithm, such as Deflate or BZip2.

[0031] FIG. 2A illustrates example components of a user device 200. The user

device 200 can include a processing device 210, a network interface 220, a storage device

230, and a user interface 240. The user device 200 can include additional components

not depicted in FIG. 2 (e.g., accelerometer, sensors, GPS module).

[0032] The processing device 210 includes memory (e.g., RAM and/or ROM) that

stores computer readable instructions and one or more processors that execute the

computer readable instructions. In implementations where the processing device 2

includes more than one processor, the processors can execute in a distributed or

individual manner. The processing device can execute an operating system 2 2, a search

application 2 4 , a web browser application 216, and one or more other native

applications 2 8. The operating system 212 acts as an interface between higher level

applications 214, 216, 218 and the processing device 210.

[0033] The network interface 220 includes one or more devices that are configured to

communicate with the network 150. The network interface 220 can include one or more

transceivers for performing wired or wireless communication. Examples of the network

interface 220 can include, but are not limited to, a transceiver configured to perform

cellular communications (e.g., transmission using the third generation (3G) or fourth



generation (4G) telecommunications standards), a transceiver configured to perform

communications using the IEEE 802.11 wireless standard, an Ethernet port, a wireless

transmitter, and a universal serial bus (USB) port.

[0034] The storage device 230 can include one or more computer readable mediums

that store data. The storage device 230 can store some or all of the computer readable

instructions that define the search application 2 4, the web browser application 216, and

the one or more other native applications 218. The storage device 230 can store other

data as well (e.g., media contents, application data, contacts, documents).

[0035] The user interface 240 can include one or more devices that allow a user to

interact with the user device 200. The user interface 240 can include one or more of, for

example, a touchscreen, a QWERTY keyboard, a display device, speakers, a touchpad,

and a microphone. The user interface 240 receives input from the user and provides the

input to the processing device 210. The user interface 240 receives output from the

processing device 2 0 and presents (e.g., displays) the output to the user.

[0036] The web browser application 2 16 is an application 1 0 that requests web data

from a web browser and displays the data on the user interface device 240. The web

browser application 216 can be used to access web applications. A web application 2 6

may be identified by a web resource identifier (e.g., a URL) In some implementations,

the web browser application 2 6 can access a specific state of a web application by

accessing a web server located in the domain portion of a web resource identifier and

providing a request to the web server using the state parameters indicated in the path

portion of the web resource identifier.

[0037] The native applications 2 8 are applications 0 that are executed, in part, by

the processing device 210. Native applications 218 can be developed by third parties and

made available to consumers in a variety of manners. For instance, a user can download

a native application to the user device 200 from a digital distribution platform or from a

website associated with the third party. Additionally or alternatively, the user can load a

native application into the storage device 230 of the user device 200 from a removable

media, such as a CD-ROM. Native applications 218 can provide any suitable

functionality.



[0038] The search application 214 receives a search query 122 from a user via the

user interface 240 an transmits the search query 2 to the searc engine 300. The

search application 214 is also configured to determine a device profile 126 of the user

device 200, which the search application 214 also transmits to the search engine 300.

The search engine 300 returns the search results 130 to the search application 214. The

search application 214 displays the search results 130 (e.g., as shown in FIGS. IB and

1C). In the illustrated example, the search application 214 is shown as a native

application. Alternatively, the search application 214 can be a web application 2 16 that is

executed via the web browser 216.

[0039] in some implementations, the search application 2 4 initiates a search session

with the search engine 300. In some of these implementations, the search application 214

can transmit a request to the search engine 300 to initiate the search session. The search

engine 300 can initiate a search session and can communicate information regarding the

search session to the search application 214. The information regarding the search

session can include the session ID. In some implementations, the search application 214

communicates the device profile 126 to the search engine 300 during the initiation of the

search session or after the search engine 300 has initiated the search session.

[0040] The search application 214 generates the device profile 126 indicating one or

more device features 128. As previously mentioned, the device features 28 included in

the device profile 26 can include a list of native applications 218 currently installed on

the user device 200, a list of native applications 2 8 recently used on the user device,

and/or a list of native applications 2 8 that have been deleted from the user device 200.

Each native application 2 8 indicated in the lists of native applications 2 8 can be

represented by an application identifier ("application IDs"). An application ID 266 may

be, for example, any suitable numeric or alphanumeric string. The application ID 266

may be assigned to the application by, for example, the digital distribution platform that

offers the application or the search engine 300. In some implementations, the application

D 266 can be the name of the application 0, 218.

[0041] The search application 214 can obtain the list(s) of native applications 2 8

from the operating system. Additional!)' or alternatively, the search application 2 4 can

monitor the installation, use, and/or deletion of native applications on the user device 200



to determine the list(s) of native applications 2 8. In some implementations, the search

application 214 monitors the web browser application 216 to determine web applications

216 that were recently accessed using the web browser application 216. For each

identified native application, the search application 214 determines the application ID of

the native application and adds the application ID to the list of native applications 218.

[0042] In some implementations, the search application 214 can encode the lists into

an encoded device profile 126e. According to some implementations, the encoded device

profile 126e is a Bloom filter. The search application 214 can provide the encoded

device profi le 126e to the search engine 300 during initiation of the search session.

Alternatively, the search application 214 can provide the encoded device profile 126e at

query time (i.e., with each search query 22 transmitted to the search engine 300).

[0043] FIG. 2B illustrates an example of the search application 214 adding

information (e.g., a list of applications) to a Bloom filter 260. As previously mentioned,

the Bloom filter 260 an array of m bits that stores Boolean values (e.g., one or zero). The

search application 214 employs a hash procedure 262 to add mformation to the Bloom

filter 260. The hash procedure 262 receives a value corresponding to an instance of the

information (e.g., an application identifier from a list of applications) and generates k

(e.g., four or five) hash values between 0 and m-1. Each of the k hash values output by

the hash procedure 262 corresponds to a different index address (i.e. element) of the

Bloom filter 260. For each of the k hash values output by the hash procedure 262 the

search application 2 4 sets the element at the index address indicated by the hash value

equal to one. In this way, the search application 214 has added the instance of the

information to the Bloom filter 260. In some scenarios, the search application 2 4 may

have previously set one or more of the elements of the Bloom filter 260 to one (i.e., from

one or more previous instances of information that the search application 2 4 added to

the Bloom filter 260). In these scenarios, the search application 214 keeps the values

equal to one. The search application 214 can iterativeiy perform the above procedure to

add each instance of the information to the Bloom filter 260. In some implementations,

the search application can 214 convert the Bloom filter 260 to a string of ASCII

characters (e.g., a base 9 1 string of characters), such that the search application 214 can

communicate the string to the search engine 300.



[0044] in operation, the search application 2 4 receives a list 264 of applications 0

(e.g., a list of native applications 218 installed on the user device 200) and generates a

Bloom filter 260 based on the list 264 of applications 0 . Each application 110

indicated in the list 264 of applications 10 may be represented by a unique application

identifier 266 (an "application ID"). For each application ID 266 in the list 264 of

applications 10, the search application 214 adds the application ID 266 to the Bloom

filter 260 using the hash procedure 262. In the example of FIG. 2B, the search

application 214 is adding an application ID 266 of 3981 to the Bloom filter 260. The

search application 214 feeds the application ID 266 (e.g., 3981) to the hash procedure

262 and the hash procedure outputs four hash values (e.g., 1, 7, 0 , and 245 ) . The search

application 214 sets the elements of the Bloom filter 260 at index addresses 1, 7, 10, and

245 equal to . The search application 214 can feed each application ID 266 to the hash

procedure 262 and can update the Bloom filter 260 based on the outputs of the hash

procedure 262.

0045] The hash procedure 262 may include up to k different hash functions that

produce k different hash values. Alternatively, the hash procedure 262 can include a

single hash function that takes an additional argument i . In the latter scenario, the value

of i is given k unique values to output k different hash values. In some implementations,

the hash procedure utilizes a pair of hash functions (e.g., Hl(x) and H2(x) and a

combination function that takes the inter argument i . The result of the combination

C(Hl(x), H2(x), i) is the effective calculation of the hash function without re

calculation of either Hl(x) or H2(x) The hash procedure can utilize any suitable hash

function or functions. In some implementations, the hash procedure can utilize non-

cryptographic hash functions, such as the MurmurHash. The hash procedure 262 can

modulo the k outputs of the hash function or functions by m (i.e., the number of elements

in the Bloom filter 260) to obtain the k index addresses of the Bloom filter 260. In some

implementations, search application 214 can perform the above procedure for the

different lists of applications 0 . For example, the search application 214 can perform

the above procedure for the list of native applications 2 8 installed on the user device

200, the list of native applications 2 8 recently executed by the user device 200, a list of

web applications 216 recently accessed by the user device 200, and/or the list of native



applications 218 deleted from the user device 200. in these implementations, the search

application 214 can generate a separate Bloom filter 260 for each list. In some of the

some implementations, the separate Bloom filters 260 can be combined into a single

partitioned Bloom filter, whereby each partition of the Bloom filter 260 corresponds to a

different list of applications 110 (e.g., a first partition corresponding to a list of installed

native applications, a second partition corresponding to a list of recently executed and/or

accessed applications, and a third partition corresponding to a list of deleted

applications). Alternatively, the search application 2 4 can combine a plurality of lists

into a single list 264 that is encoded into the Bloo filter 260. In these implementations,

the search application 214 can add one or more characters to the application ID 266 to

indicate which list 264 the item belongs. In some of these implementations, the search

application 214 can add an unrecognized character (i.e., a character that is not used in

application IDs, such as "%" or "$") followed by an indicator of the list 264 to which the

item belongs. For instance, if an application 110 having the ID 12345 is installed on the

user device 200 and has been recently executed on the user device 200, the search

application 214 may create two items to include in the Bloom filter 260. The two items

may be, for example, 12345$! and 12345SR, thereby indicating that the application 1 0 is

installed on the device 200 and recently executed on the device 200. In this way, the

hash procedure 262 outputs k index addresses for the value 12345$! and k index

addresses for the value 12345$R, such that a single Bloom filter 260 can indicate that the

application having the application D 2345 is installed on and recently executed by the

user device 200. The search application 4 can add the indicators to the application IDs

266 in any other suitable manner. For example, the search application 214 can add the

indicator followed by the unrecognized character to the beginning of the application IDs

266 (e.g., I$12345).

[0046] The values of m and k (the Bloom filter 260 parameters) can be selected to

reduce the length of the bloom filter 260 and/or reduce the probability of false positives.

The greater the value of m, the less likely it is to have a false positive at the cost of a

longer Bloom filter 260 In some implementations, the width of the Bloom filter 260, m,

and the number of outputs of the hash procedure 262 (e.g., the number of hash functions



in the hash procedure 262), k, can be determined according to equations (1) and (2),

provided as follows:

n * i(p)
= ceiling (1)

ln 2)2

where n is the total number of items that could be added to the Bloom fi lter 260 (e.g., the

number of known applications) and p is a given probability of a false positive (e.g., a

maximum allowable false positive rate). For example, in a scenario where 00 total

elements to can be added to the Bloom filter 260 (e.g., application IDs to be added to the

Bloom filter 260) and a 99% confidence rate of the Bloom filter 260 is desired (i.e., a one

percent (1%) false positive probability), the Bloom filter 260 can be encoded with m =

959 bits and 7 hash procedure such that the Bloom filter 260 size is approximately ten

(10) bits per element to be added thereto. It is noted that adding elements to the Bloom

filter 260 does not per se increase the size of the Bloom filter 260; rather, the Bloom filter

260 can be sized for the given capacity (n) to maintain the specified probability. When

representing the resulting Bloom filter 260 as, for example, a string encoded in base 1

for ease of transmission in an HTTP request, the byte size of the filter represented in an

ASCII string becomes ceilmg(959*(256/91)/8/O.86)=138 bytes. For 99.9% confidence

(0.1% false positive) and 100 entries, m T438 bits, k T Q hash procedure outputs, and a

base 9 string length is 207 bytes. These sizes are well within the capacity of a small

HTTP GET request. Without change in functionality, further reductions in size of the

Bloom filter 260 may be accomplished by using more space-efficient choices of Bloom

filters 260, such as Blocked Bloom filters or Golomb-Compressed Sequences, since all

the elements in the set are known at once

[0047] In some implementations, the Bloom filter parameters (m and k) are

determined off-line based on the expected value of n (e.g., the expected maximum

number of application IDs in the list or lists of applications), the desired false positive

rate, and equations (1) and (2). In these implementations, the Bloom filter parameters are

fixed and may be hard-coded in the search application 214. In other implementations, the

search application 2 4 calculates the Bloom filter parameters based on the device features



128 of the user device 200, the desired false positive rate, and equations (1) and (2). In

these implementations, the search application 214 can determine the Bloom filter

parameters prior to generating the Bloom filter 260 and after determining the list or lists

of applications. The number of application IDs 266 in the list or lists can be used to

determine n . Further, in these implementations, the search application 214 can provide

the values of m and/or k with the Bloom filter 260, so that the search engine 300 can

recreate the device profi le of the user device.

[0048] While the search application 214 is described as encoding at least a portion of

the device profile 126 into a Bloo filter 260, the search application 214 can utilize

suitable compression techniques to compress the device profile 126. For example, the

search application 214 can compress the device profiles 126 using known compression

techniques (e.g., Deflate, BZIP2, or LZMA). The search application 214 can provide the

compressed device profile 126 to the search engine 300. For example, the search

application 2 4 can provide the compressed device profile at predetermined times (e.g.,

once a week), at query time, or at the initiation of a search session.

[0049] The search application 214 is further configured to present a graphical user

interface ("GUI") that allows a user to enter a search query 122 and displays search

results 130. In some implementations, the GUI can display a search bar 123(FIGS. B

and C) whereby the user can provide text and/or speech input into the search bar 123.

Additionally, or alternatively, the operating system 2 2 of the user device 200 can

display the search bar 3 on the home screen of the user device 200, whereby a user can

enter the search query 22 directly from the home screen. I these implementations,

when the user enters the search query 22 into the search bar displayed on the home

screen and executes the search, the operating system 212 of the user device 200 can

launch the search application 214, which generates a query wrapper 120 containing the

search query 122 and zero or more other query parameters 124. The search application

214 can obtain the other query parameters 124 in any suitable manner. For example, the

search application 214 can obtain information regarding the device 200 (e.g., device type,

operating system type, operating system version) from a file in the storage device 230 or

in the memory of the processing device 2 . Additional!)' or alternatively, the search

application 214 can obtain information regarding the device from a sensor or component



of the user device 200 (e.g., the geo-loeation can be obtained from a GPS module of the

user device 200). The search application 214 can create a query wrapper 120 based on

the provided search query 122 and the obtained query parameters 24

[0050] The search application 214 transmits the query wrapper 120 to the search

engine 300, which responds with the search results 130. The search application 214

displays the search results 130 in the graphical user interface (GUI) 240 of the search

application 214 (e.g., FIGS. IB and 1C). As previously discussed, the search application

4 can display state links 142 to access resources that are relevant to the query

parameters. The state links 142 can include application resource identifiers that can be

used to launch a third party application and access a specific state within the third party

application. When the user selects a state ink 142 the search application 214 can initiate

the accessing of the third party application at the specific state n some implementations,

the search application 4 attempts to launch a native application 218 version of a third

party application. To initiate launching the native application 218 to the specific state,

the search application 214 provides an instruction to launch the third party application to

the operating system 2 2 using the information provided in the state link. The operating

system 2 2 can attempt to launch a native application 218 indicated by an application

resource identifier in the state link, and if unsuccessful, can attempt to access the third

party application via the web browser application 216 (i.e., leverage the web application

version of the third party application).

[0051] FIG 3 i llustrates an example of the search engine 300. The search engine 300

is configured to receive search queries 22 and device profiles 26 from user devices 200

and to perform application searches (e.g., function based application searches or

application state searches) based on the search queries 22 and device profiles 126. The

search engine 300 can include a processing device 310, a network interface device 320,

and a storage device 330.

[0052] The processing device 310 can include memory (e.g., RAM and/or ROM)

that stores computer readable instructions and one or more physical processors that

execute the computer readable instructions. In implementations where the processing

device 3 includes more than one processor, the processors can operate in an individual

or distributed manner. Furthermore, in these implementations the two or more processors



can be in the same computing device or can be implemented in separate computing

devices (e.g., rack-mounted servers). The processing device 3 0 can execute a search

module 312 and a device profile decoder 3 4. The processing device 310 can execute

additional components not shown.

[0053] The network interface device 320 includes one or more devices that can

perform wired or wireless (e.g. WiFi or cellular) communication. Examples of the

network interface device 320 include, but are not limited to, a transceiver configured to

perform communications using the IEEE 802.1 wireless standard, an Ethernet port, a

wireless transmitter, and a universal serial bus (USB) port.

[0054] The storage device 330 can include one or more computer readable storage

mediums (e.g., hard disk drives and/or flash memory drives). The storage mediums can

be located at the same physical location or at different physical locations (e.g., different

servers and/or different data centers). The storage device 230 can store one or more of an

application datastore 332, an application state datastore 336, and device profiles 26 of

one or more user devices 200.

[0055] The search module 3 2 receives a search query 122 and generates the search

results 130 based thereon. The search module 312 can perform any suitable type of

search to identify the search results 130. For example, the search module 312 can

perform function based application searches and/or application state searches.

[0056] In some implementations, the search module 312 can initiate a search session.

The search module 3 2 receives a request from a user device 200 to initiate a search

session. The search module 312 can open a new search session and assign a session ID to

the new search session. The search module 3 2 can respond to the user device 200 with

the session ID. In these implementations, the user device 200 can provide the session ID

in subsequent query wrappers 20 for the duration of the search session. In some

implementations, the user device 200 can provide the device profile 26 of the user

device 200 during or upon initiation of the search session. In these implementations, the

search module 3 2 associates the session ID to the device profi le 126 so that the search

module 312 can ook up the device profile 26 when it receives subsequent query

wrappers 20 containing the session ID.



[0057] n implementations where the device profile 126 is encoded in a Bloom filter

260, the device profile decoder 314 queries the encoded device profile 126e to obtain the

device features 128 of a user device 200. The device profile decoder 3 4 can receive the

encoded device profile 126e at the initiation of a search session. Alternatively, the device

profile decoder 314 can receive the encoded device profile 26e at query time (e.g.., the

user device 200 transmits the encoded device profile 126e with each search query 122).

[0058] The device profile decoder 314 queries the encoded device profile 126

according to the manner by which the device profile 26 was encoded. As previously

discussed and according to some implementations, an encoded device profile 26e can

include one or more Bloom filters 260, whereby the one or more Bloom filters 260

represent a one or more list of applications (e.g. application IDs 266 of applications 110

installed on a user device 200, application IDs 266 of applications 1 0 recently executed

by the user device 200, application IDs 266 of web applications 216 recently accessed by

the user device 200, or application IDs 266 of applications 0 deleted from the user

device 200). The device profile decoder 314 queries the Bloom filters 260 (or partitions

of the Bloom filter 260) to obtain the different lists of applications 0 .

[0059] In implementations where the encoded device profile 26 includes a Bloom

filter 260, the device profile decoder 3 4 utilizes a hashing procedure 262 that is identical

or substantially identical (that is, outputs the same values in response to identical input)

to the hashing procedure 262 executed by the search application 214 to determine the

likely contents of the device profile 126. Initially, the device profi le decoder 3 4 obtains

a list of potential applications 0 . The list of potential applications 1 0 can be the

consideration set 160 of applications determined by the search module 3 2 (discussed

below) or can be the entire collection of applications that have application records 334

stored in the application datastore 332. Each of the potential applications 0 has a

corresponding application ID 266. The device profile decoder 314 retrieves an

application ID 266 of an application 0 of a set of potential applications 10 and feeds

the application ID 266 to the hashing procedure 262. The output of the hashing

procedure 262 is k values, each value representing a different index address. Thus, the

device profile decoder 3 4 inputs an application ID 266 into the hashing procedure 262,

which outputs k index addresses. Alternatively, the device profile decoder 314 can



utilize a lookup table that stores pre-ealcuiated results of the hashing procedure 262. The

lookup table can provide the results of the hashing procedure 262 for the application Ds

266 of each possible application 0 represented in the application datastore 332 (e.g.,

via application records 334). In some of these implementations, the lookup table can

associate application IDs 266 or application names to the k index addresses.

[0060] The device profile decoder 314 checks the values of the elements of the

Bloom filter 260 at each of the k index addresses, and if the values of the elements of

each of the k indexes addresses are equal to one, then the device profile decoder 3 4

detemiines that the retrieved application ID likely belongs to a list of application IDs 266.

For example, drawing from the example given with respect to FIG. 2B, the device profile

decoder 314 may retrieve an application ID 266 of 398 and may feed the application ID

266 into the hashing procedure 262. The hash procedure 262 outputs the values 1, 7, ,

and 245. The device profile decoder 314 then checks the values of the Bloom filter 260

at the index addresses , 7, 10, and 245. f each of the values are equal to one, the device

profile decoder 314 determines that it is likely that the user device 200 included the

application 0 corresponding to the application ID 266 of 3981 in a list of applications

0 (with a Bloom filter 260, there does exist a possibility of false positives but not of

false negatives). If any of the elements at one or more of the index addresses are equal to

zero, the device profile decoder 3 4 determines that the application corresponding to the

application ID 266 does not belong in the list of applications 0 . The device profile

decoder 314 repeats this process for each application in the set of potential applications

1 0 to obtain a list of application IDs 266 (e.g., application IDs 266 of native applications

2 8 that are likely on the user device 200, native applications 2 8 that are likely recently

executed by the user device 200, web applications 216 that were likely recently accessed

by the user device 200, or native applications 218 that were likely deleted from the user

device 200). If the compressed device profile 26 includes more than one Bloom filter

260, this process is repeated for each Bloom filter 260.

[0061] In implementations where the user device 200 (e.g., search application 2 2)

adds characters to an application ID 266 to indicate which list or lists the application 0

belongs to, the device profile decoder 3 4 can recreate the application IDs 266 of the

potential applications 0 in the same manner. Drawing from the example provided



above, if the potential applications include the application having the application ID

12345, the device profile decoder 3 4 can query the Bloom filter 260 using the following

application IDS: 2345$ (installed on the user device 200), 12345 R (recently executed

by the user device 200), and 12345$D (deleted from the user device 200) In this way,

the device profile decoder 3 4 can determine whether the application is installed, recently

executed, and/or deleted from the user device 200 using a single Bloom filter 260.

[0062] In some implementations, the device profile decoder 314 can recreate a device

profile 126r of the user device 200 based on the querying of the encoded device profile

126e. In some of these implementations, the recreated device profile 126r is a device-

specific lookup table indicating the device features 128 of the user device 200. For

example, the device profile decoder 3 4 can create a device-specific lookup table that

indicates a list of native applications that are installed on the user device 200, a list of

native applications 2 8 recently executed by the user device 200, list of web applications

2 6 recently accessed by the user device 200, and/or a list of applications 0 that were

deleted from the user device 200. The recreated device profile 126r can be associated

with the session ID of a search session and/or can be associated with a user profile that

the user device 200 is associated with.

[0063] In implementations where the device profile 12 6 is compressed, the device

profile decoder 314 can decompress the device profile 126 to obtain the device features

128. In these implementations, the device profile decoder 314 can utilize known

decompression techniques to decompress the device profile 126. The device profile

decoder 314 can generate a recreated device profile 126r based on the results of the

decompression (e.g., a device-specific lookup table). The recreated device profile 126r

table can be associated with the session ID of a search session and/or can be associated

with a user profile that the user device 200 is associated with.

[0064] In implementations where the device profile 26 is received at the beginning

of a search session, the device profi le decoder 314 can cache the recreated device profi le

126r (e.g., the user specific lookup table) in the storage device 230. In these

implementations, the search module 312 can assign the session ID to the recreated device

profile 126r of the user device 200 that requested the search session, such that when the

search module 312 receives a subsequent query wrapper 120 containing the session ID,



the search module 312 can retrieve the recreated device profile 126r of the user device

200 Altematively, an encoded device profile 126e can be cached and can be queried

each time a new search query 22 is received and processed n other implementations,

the encoded device profile 126 is received with a search query 122 and the device profile

decoder 3 4 queries the encoded device profile 126e while the search engine 300

processes the search query 122.

[0065] The search module 312 receives a query wrapper 120 containing the search

query 122 and one or more query parameters 24 from a user device 200. The search

modu e 312 identifies the search results 30 based on the search query 22 and/or the one

or more query parameters 124. The search module 312 utilizes a recreated device profile

126r corresponding to the user device 200 tailor the search results 130 to the user device

200. In some implementations, the recreated device profile 126r is used to ra k the items

included in the search results 130. Additionally or altematively, the search module 3 2

may utilize the recreated device profile 26r to include/exclude items in/from the search

results 130.

[0066] In implementations where the search module 312 performs function based

application searches, the search module 312 can utilize the application data store 332 to

perform the search . The application datastore 332 may include one or more databases,

indices (e.g., inverted indices), files, or other data structures storing this data. The

application datastore 332 includes application data of different applications 10. The

application data of an application 0 may include keywords associated with the

application 110, reviews associated with the application 110, the name of the developer

of the application , the platform of the application 10, the price of the application

10, application statistics (e.g., a number of downloads of the application and/or a

number of ratings of the application), a category of the application 10, and other

information. The application datastore 332 may include metadata for a variety of

different applications 0 available on a variety of different operating systems.

[0067] In some implementations, the application datastore 332 stores the application

data in application records 334. Each application record 334 can correspond to an

application 1 0 and may include the application data pertaining to the application 0 .

An example application record 334 includes an application name, an application ID 266



and other application features. The application record 334 may generally represent the

application data stored in the application datastore 332 that is related to an application

10.

[0068] The application name may be the trade name of the application represented by

the data in the application record 334. The application ID 266 identifies the application

record 334 (or application 10) amongst the other application records 334 (or other

applications 1 0) included in the application datastore 332. In some implementations, the

application ID 266 may uniquely identify the application record 334. In some

implementations, the application ID is also used by the user device 200 to populate the

device profile 126. In some implementations, the application ID 266 is a unique ID that

the digital distribution platform that offers the application assigns to the application. In

other implementations, the search engine 300 assigns application IDs 266 to each

application 0 when creating an application record 334 for the application 0 .

[0069] The application features may include any type of data that may be associated

with the application represented by the application record 334. The application

features may include a variety of different types of metadata. For example, the

application features may include structured, semi-structured, and/or unstructured data.

The application features may include information that is extracted or inferred from

documents retrieved from other data sources (e.g., digital distribution platforms,

application developers, blogs, and reviews of applications) or that is manually generated

(e.g., e ered by a human).

[0070] The application features may include the name of the developer of the

application , a category (e.g., genre) of the application , a description of the

application 1 0 (e.g., a description provided by the developer), a version of the

application 0, the operating system the application is configured for, and the price of

the application 10. The application features further include feedback units provided to

the application. Feedback units can include ratings provided by reviewers of the

application (e.g., four out of five stars) and/or textual reviews (e.g., "This app is

great"). The application features can also include application statistics. Application

statistics may refer to numerical data related to the application 110. For example,

application statistics may include, but are not limited to, a number of downloads of the



application 110, a download rate (e.g., downloads per month) of the application, and/or a

number of feedback units (e.g., a number of ratings and/or a number of reviews) that the

application has received. The application features may also include information retrieved

from websites, such as comments associated with the application, articles associated with

the application (e.g., wiki articles), or other information. The application features may

also include digital media related to the application 110, such as images (e.g., icons

associated with the application and/or screenshots of the application) or videos (e.g., a

sample video of the application).

[0071] The search module 3 2 receives a query wrapper 20 that contains a search

query 1 2 and in some scenarios, one or more query parameters 4 . The search module

3 2 may perform various analysis operations on the search query 122. For example,

analysis operations performed by the search module 3 2 may include, but are not limited

to tokenization of the search query 122, filtering of the search query 122, stemming the

search query 22, synonymization of the search query 22, and stop word removal. In

some implementations, the search module 312 may further generate one or more

reformulated search queries based on the search query 122 and the query parameters 124.

Reformulated search queries are search queries that are based on some sub-combination

of the search query 122 and the query parameters 124.

[0072] in some implementations, the search module 3 2 identifies a consideration set

160 of applications (e.g., a list of applications) based on the search query 122 and, in

some implementations, the reformulated queries. In some examples, the search module

312 identifies the consideration set 160 by identifying applications 1 0 that correspond to

the search query 22 or the reformulated search queries based on matches between terms

of the query 122 and terms in the application data of the application (e.g., in the

application record 334 of the application). For example, the search modul e 312 may-

identify one or more applications represented in the application datastore 332 based on

matches between tokens representing the terms of the search query 122 and words

included in the application records 334 of those applications 0 . The consideration set

60 may include a list of application IDs and/or a list of application names.

[0073] The search module 3 2 may be further configured to perform a variety of

different processing operations on the consideration set 60 to obtain the search results



130. in some implementations, the search module 3 2 may generate a result score for

each of the applications 0 included in the consideration set 160. In some examples, the

search module 312 culls the consideration set 60 based on the result scores of the

applications contained therein. For example, the subset may be those applications 10

having the greatest result scores or have result scores that exceed a threshold. The

information conveyed in the search results 130 may depend on how the search module

312 calculates the result scores. For example, the result scores may indicate the

relevance of an application to the search query 122, the popularity of an application in the

marketplace, the quality of an application, and/or other properties of the application.

[0074] The search module 3 2 may generate result scores of applications 1 0 in a

variety of different ways. In general, the search module 3 2 may generate a result score

for an application 10 based on one or more scoring features. The search module 3 2

may associate the scoring features with the application 0 and/or the query 122. An

application scoring feature may include any data associated with an application 110. For

example, application scoring features may include any of the application features

included in the application record 334 or any additional parameters related to the

application 10, such as data indicating the popularity of an application 0 (e.g., number

of downloads) and the ratings (e.g., number of stars) associated with the application 0 .

A query scoring feature may include any data associated with a search query 122 . For

example, query scoring features may include, but are not limited to, a number of words in

the search query 122, the popularity of the search query 122 (e.g., the frequency at which

users provide the same search query 122), and the expected frequency of the words in the

search query 22 An application-query scoring feature may include any data, which

may be generated based on data associated with both the application 1 0 and the search

query 22 (e.g., the query that resulted in the search module 3 2 identifying the

application record 334 of the application 110). For example, application-query scoring

features may include, but are not limited to, parameters that indicate how w ell the terms

of the query match the terms of the identified application record 334. The search module

3 2 may generate a result score for an application based on at least one of the application

scoring features, the query scoring features, and the application-query scoring features.



[0075] The search module 312 may determine a result score based on one or more of

the scoring features listed herein and/or additional scoring features not explicitly listed.

In some examples, the search module 3 2 includes one or more machine-learned models

(e.g., a supervised learning model) configured to receive one or more scoring features.

The one or more machine-learned models may generate result scores based on at least

one of the application scoring features, the query scoring features, and the application-

query scoring features. For example, the search module 312 may pair the query 122 with

each application 0 and calculate a vector of features for each (query, application) pair.

The vector of features may include application scoring features, query scoring features,

and application-query scoring features. The search module 312 may then input the vector

of features into a machine-learned regression model to calculate a result score that may

be used to rank the applications 0 in the consideration set 60. In some examples, the

machine-learned regression model includes a set of decision trees (e.g., gradient boosted

decision trees). n another example, the machine-learned regression model may include a

logistic probability formula. In some examples, the machine learned task can be framed

as a semi-supervised learning task, where a minority of the training data is labeled with

human curated scores and the rest are used without human labels. The foregoing is one

example manner by which the search module 3 2 can calculate a result score. According

to some implementations, the search module 3 2 can calculate result scores in alternate

manners.

[0076] n some implementations, the search module 3 2 may also utilize one or more

of the device features 128 of the recreated device profile 26 to determine the result

score for the application 0 . For instance, whether the application 0 is already

installed on the user device 200 or was deleted from the user device 200 can influence the

result score (namely, the application 0 may be less relevant to the search query is it is

already installed or has been deleted from the device 200). The search module 312 can

feed the device features 128 fro the recreated device profile 126r into the machine

learned model(s) along with the other features of the application 0 .

[0077] In other implementations, the search module 3 2 performs variable boosting

on the result scores based on the device features 28 contained in the recreated device

profile 126r. In these implementations, the search module 3 2 may implement business



rales that take into account the device features 128 to determine whether to perform

variable boosting. Variable boosting can include multiplying a result score of an

application 1 0 in the consideration set by a boosting factor. A boosting factor can be a

value that either increases (>1) or decreases (<1) the result score of an application 110.

The values of the boosting factors can be selected in any suitable manner. In an example,

one business rule may instruct the search module 312 to multiply the result score by a

first boosting factor (e.g., .8) if the application 0 is installed on the user device 200 and

by a second boosting factor (e.g., .5) if the application 1 0 has been deleted from the user

device 200. Another example business rule may instruct the search module 312 to

multiply the result score by a first boosting factor (e.g., .8) if the application 110 is

installed on the user device 200 and to remove the application 10 from the consideration

set 160 if the application 1 0 has been deleted from the user device 200. n another

example, the business rale may instruct the search module 312 to multiply the result

score by a boosting factor ( .5) if the application 10 is not indicated in the device profi le

(i.e., the application 0 has never been installed on the user device). The foregoing are

examples of business rules. The search module 312 may implement any other suitable

additional or alternative business rules.

[0078] The search module 3 2 may use the result scores in a variety of different

ways. In some examples, the search module 312 uses the result scores to rank the

applications 110 in the consideration set 60 and that are ultimately included in the

search results 130. n these examples, a greater result score may indicate that the

application 110 is more relevant to the search query 122 and/or the query parameters 124

than an application 0 having a lesser result score. Additionally or alternative!)', the

search module 312 can cull the consideration set 160 by removing applications 110 from

the consideration set 160 that have result scores that do not exceed a minimum threshold.

The search module 312 can include any remaining applications 1 0 of the consideration

set 160 in the search results 130. In examples where the search results 130 are displayed

as a list of application descriptions (e.g., an icon of an application 10 and a description

of the application 10) on a user device 200, the application descriptions associated with

larger result scores may be listed nearer to the top of the displayed search results 30

(e.g., near to the top of the screen). In these examples, application descriptions having



lesser result scores may be located farther down the displayed search results 130 (e.g., off

screen) and may be accessed by a user scrolling down the screen of the user device 200

or viewing a subsequent page of search results 0.

[0079] The search module 312 can generate result objects 133 for each application

1 0 indicated in the consideration set 160 (after processing). The search module 2 can

generate a result object 133 based on the application records 334. The result object 133

can include a link to a digital distribution platform where the application 10 can be

purchased and/or downloaded. The link can include a resource identifier (e.g.., an

application resource identifier and/or a web resource identifier) to a state of the digital

distribution platform where the appiication 1 0 can be downloaded. The result object

133 can further include additional data. The additional data can be textual (e.g., a

description of the application state) or non-textual (an icon or screen shot). The search

module 312 can obtain the additional data from the application record 334 of the

corresponding application 110.

[0080] n some implementations, the search module 3 2 performs appiication state

searches. The search module 312 can perform an application state search in any suitable

manner. In particular, the search module 312 determines one or more state links to

include in the search results based on a received search query 122, the device profile 126,

and zero or more additional parameters 124.

[00 1 In some implementations where the search module 312 performs application

state searches, the search module 3 2 can utilize the application state datastore 336 to

perform the search. The application datastore 332 may include one or more databases,

indices (e.g., inverted indices), files, or other data structures storing this data. The

application state datastore 336 includes application state data of different states of

applications 0 as wel l as application data of the corresponding applications 1 0 . The

appiication state data of a state may include keywords appearing at the specified state,

one or more resource identifiers (e.g., an application resource identifier) for accessing the

state, a state identifi er ("state ID"), a screen shot of the state of the application 0,

and/or a description of the specified state.

[0082] In some implementations, the application state datastore 336 stores the

appiication state data in application state records 338. Each application state record 338



can correspond to a different application state. Thus, an application 1 0 may have

hundreds or thousands of states corresponding thereto. For example, the YELP®

application ay have a different state record for eac entry in the YELP® system. Thus,

each restaurant, store, bakery or spa, may have a corresponding application state record

338. Each application state record 338 may include the keywords appearing at the

specified state, one or more resource identifiers, descriptions, non-textual information

(e.g., screen shots), descriptions of the state, and a state ID. The state ID may be used to

identify the application state record 338 from other state records 338 stored in the

application state datastore 336. Each application state record 338 may also reference the

application record 334 to which the application state record 338 corresponds or can

include the application data of the corresponding application 0 in the application state

record 338.

[0083] The search module 312 receives a query wrapper 120 that contains a search

query 122 and in some scenarios, one or more query parameters 4 The search module

312 may perform various analysis operations on the search query 122. For example,

analysis operations performed by the search module 312 may include, but are not limited

to, tokenization of the search query 122, filtering of the search query 122, stemming the

search query 122, synonymization of the search query 122, and stop word removal. In

some implementations, the search module 312 may further generate one or more

reformulated search queries based on the search query 22 and the query parameters 124.

Reformulated search queries are search queries that are based on some sub-combination

of the search query 122 and the query parameters 24 .

[0084] In some implementations, the search module 3 2 identifies a consideration set

160 of application states (e.g., a set of application state records 338) based on the search

query 122 and, in some implementations, the reformulated queries. The consideration set

60 of application states can identify one or more states of an application 0 as well as

the applications 0 themselves. In some examples, the search module 3 2 identifies the

consideration set 60 by identifying application states that correspond to the search query

122 or the reformulated search queries based on matches between terms of the query 122

and terms in the application state data of the application state record 338 For example,

the search module 312 may identify a set of state records 338 in the application state



datastore 336 based on matches between tokens representing the search query 122 or

reformulated queries and words included in the application state records 338, such as

words included in the application state information. The consideration set 160 of

application states can identify multiple states of a single application 110 and/or

application states of different applications 110. For example, the consideration set 160

can identify two different states of a first application 110 and three states of a second

application 10.

[0085] The search module 312 may be further configured to perform a variety of

different processing operations on the consideration set 160 of application states to obtain

the search results 130. In some implementations, the search module 312 may generate a

result score for each of the application states indicated in the consideration set 160. In

some examples, the search module 312 culls the consideration set 60 based on the result

scores of the applications 110 contained therein. The information conveyed in the search

results 130 may depend on how the search module 312 calculates the result scores. For

example, a result score may indicate the relevance of an application state to the search

query 122.

[0086] The search module 312 may generate a result score of an application state in a

variety of different ways. In general, the search module 3 2 may generate a result score

for an application state based on one or more scoring features. The search module 3 2

may associate the scoring features with the application 0 and/or the query 122. An

application record scoring feature (hereinafter "record scoring feature") may include any

data associated with an application state record 338. For example, record scoring

features may be based on any data included in the application state information of the

application state record. Example record scoring features may be a quality score,

whether the application state record 338 includes a resource identifier that leads to a

default state or a deeper native application state, and, for newly generated application

state records, the number of application state records used to generate the newly

generated application state record, as described hereinafter. A query scoring feature may

include any data associated with the search query 122. For example query scoring

features may include, but are not limi ted to, a number of words in the search query 122,

the popularity of the search query 22, and the expected frequency of the words in the



search query 122. A record-query scoring feature may include any data which may be

generated based on data associated with both the application state record 338 and the

search query 22 that resulted in identification of the function record by the search

module 3 2 For example, record-query scoring features may include, but are not limited

to, parameters that indicate how well the terms of the search query 122 match the terms

of the application state information of the identified application state record 338. The

search module 312 may generate a result score for function record based on a least one

of the record scoring features, the query scoring features, and the record-query scoring

features

[0087] The search module 3 may determine a result score based on one or more of

the scoring features listed herein and/or additional scoring features not explicitly listed.

In some examples, the search module 3 2 includes one or more machine learned models

(e.g., a supervised learning model) configured to receive one or more scoring features.

The one or more machine learned models may generate result scores based on at least one

of the record scoring features, the query scoring features, and the record-query scoring

features. For example, search module 312 may pair the search query 122 with each

application state record 338 and calculate a vector of features for each (query, record)

pair. The vector of features may include one or more record scoring features, one or

more query scoring features, and one or more record-query scoring features. The search

module 312 may then input the vector of features into a machine-learned regression

model to calculate a result score for the application state record 338 In some examples,

the machine-learned regression model includes a set of decision trees (e.g., gradient

boosted decision trees). In another example, the machine-learned regression model may

include a logistic probability formula. In some examples, the machine learned task can

be framed as a semi-supervised learning task, where a minority of the training data is

labeled with human curated scores and the rest are used without human labels. The

foregoing is one example manner by which the search module 312 can calculate a result

score of an application state record 338. According to some implementations, the search

module 312 can calculate result scores in alternate manners.

[0088] In some implementations, the search module 3 2 also utilizes one or more of

the device features 128 in the recreated device profile 126r to determine the result score



for the application state record 338. For instance, whether an application 10

corresponding to the application state record 338 is already installed on the user device

200, was recently executed by the user device 200, recently accessed by the user device

200, or was deleted from the user device 200 can influence the result score. For example

if an application 0 is installed o or was recently executed by the user device 200, then

the model may determine that the application state record 338 is more relevant to the

search query 122 (e.g., the result score is greater than it would have been). Conversely, if

the application 1 0 has been deleted from the user device 200, the model may determine

that the application state record 338 is less relevant (e.g., the result score is less than it

would have normally been). The search module 312 can feed the device features 128

from the recreated device profile 126r into the machine learned model(s) along with the

other features of the application 110.

[0089] In other implementations the search module 312 performs variable boosting

on the result scores based on the device features 128. n these implementations, the

search module 312 may implement business rules that take into account the device

features 128. For example, one business rule may instruct the search module 312 to

multiply the result score of application states corresponding to an application 110 by a

first boosting factor (e.g., 1.3) if the application 10 is installed on the user device 200

and by a second boosting factor (e.g., .5 ) if the application 1 0 has been recently

executed by the user device 200. Another example business rule may instruct the search

module 3 2 to multiply the result score by a third boosting factor (e.g., .5) or remove the

application states corresponding to the application 110 if the application 110 from the

consideration set 160 has been deleted from the user device 200 The foregoing are

examples of business rules. The search module 312 may implement additional or

alternative business rules.

[0090] Once scored, the search module 312 can generate the search results 130 based

on the results scores and the application state records 338 to which the results scores

correspond. The search module 3 2 can rank the application state records 338 based on

the results scores. In these implementations, a greater result score may indicate that the

application state record 338 is more relevant to the search query 22 and/or the query

parameters 124 than an application state record 338 having a lesser result score.



Additionally or alternatively, the search module 3 2 can cull the consideration set 60 by

removing application state records 338 from the consideration set 160 that have result

scores that do not exceed a minimum threshold. The search module 3 can include any

remaining applications 0 of the consideration set 160 in the search results 130.

Furthermore, the search module 3 2 can group the application state records 338

according to the application 0 to which the application state records 338 correspond.

For instance, if two application state records 338 correspond to a first application 0 an

three application state records 338 correspond to a second record, the search module 312

may group two application state records 338 together and the other three applications

state records 338 together. The search module 3 2 may further rank the application state

records 338 within the individual groupings.

[0091 ] The search module 3 2 can generate result objects for each application state

records 338 that it determines to include in the search results. The search module 3 2

can generate a result object for each application state record 338 The result object can

include a state link and additional data. The state link can include one or more resource

identifiers (e.g., an application resource identifier and/or a web resource identifier) and/or

commands for accessing the application state. The search module 3 2 can obtain the one

or more resource identifiers from the application state record 338. The additional data

can be textual (e.g., a description of the application state) or non-textual (an icon or

screen shot). The search module 312 can obtain the additional data from the application

state record 338 or from an application record 334 of the corresponding application 10.

In some implementations, the search module 312 generates executable code (e.g., a

.JSON file) that contains the search results 30 (e.g., the result objects).

[0092] The search module 312 transmits the search results to the user device 200

(from any type of application search). In some impl ementations, the user device 200 can

render the search results into a displayable format. The user device 200 can display the

search res ts 30 via its user interface 240.

[0093] Referring no to FIG. 4, an example set of operations for a method 400 for

performing an application search is illustrated. In the example of FIG. 4, the application

search is a function based application search. For purposes of explanation, the method

400 is explained with respect to the components of the search engine 300.



[0094] At operation 410, the search module 312 initiates a search session. The search

module 3 2 may initiate the search session in response to a request for a search session

from a user device 200 The search module 3 2 can open a new search session and

assign a session ID to the new search session. The search module 312 can communicate

the session ID to the user device 200, thereby confirming initiation of the search session.

[0095] At operation 4 2, the search module 312 receives an encoded device profile

126e from the user device 200. The user device 200 can transmit the encoded device

profile 126e during the initiation of the search session or with a subsequent search query

122 (e.g., i the query wrapper 120 of the search query 122). The encoded device profile

126e indicates one or more device features 128. The device features 128 can include a

list of applications 0 that are installed on the user device 200, a list of applications 0

that were recently executed by the user device 200, list of web applications web

applications 216 recently accessed by the user device 200, and/or a ist of applications

0 that have been deleted from the user device 200.

[0096] At operation 414, the search module 312 receives a search query 122 from the

user device 200. The user device 200 may include the search query 122 in a query

wrapper 120. The user device 200 may further include additional parameter 24 in the

query wrapper 120. In some implementations, the user device 200 can provide an

encoded device profile 126e in the query wrapper 120.

[0097] At operation 4 6, the search module 312 identifies a considerations set of

applications 0 . In some implementations, identifies one or more application records

334 from the application datastore 332 based on the search query 122 and zero or more

additional query parameters 4, as discussed above (e.g., a function based application

search). The consideration set 60 identifies application records that are at least

somewhat relevant to the search query 22 and/or one or more of the query parameters

124.

[0098] At operation 4 18, the device profile decoder 314 recreates a device profile

126r of the requesting user device 200 based on the encoded device profile 126e.

According to some of these implementations, the encoded device profile 126e includes

one or more Bloom filters 260 or a Bloom filter 260 having one or more partitions. In

these implementations, each Bloom filter 260 or each partition of a single Bloom filter



260 can indicate a different list of applications 110 (e.g., a list of native applications 218

that are install e on the user device 200, a list of native applications 218 that were

recently executed by the user device 200, list of web applications 2 6 recently accessed

by the user device 200, and/or a list of native applications 218 that have been deleted

from the user device 200). The device profil e decoder 3 4 can obtain a list of potential

applications 1 0 that indicates one or more applications that could be represented by the

Bloom filter 260. In some implementations, the list of potential applications 0

indicates all of the applications 0 represented in the application datastore 332. In other

implementations, the device profile decoder 314 utilizes the consideration set 160 to

determine the list of potential applications 10. The device profile decoder 314 utilizes

the application IDs 266 of the applications 0 indicated in the list of potential

applications 0 to query the Bloom filter 260. For each application ID 266, the device

profile decoder 3 4 feeds the application ID 266 to the hash procedure 262 to obtain k

index addresses. The device profile decoder 314 checks the values of the elements at the

k index addresses. If all of the k elements are equal to one, then the device profile

decoder 3 4 determines that the application 0 corresponding to the application ID 266

was likely included in the list of applications 0 communicated in the encoded device

profile !26e. The device profile decoder 3 4 can add the application 0 to the recreated

device profile 126r of the user device 200, as discussed above. The device profile

decoder 314 can repeat this process for each application 1 0 indicated in the list of

potential applications 110. In this way, the device profile decoder 314 recreates the

device profile 126r thereby identifying at least some of the device features 128 of the user

device 200.

[0099] n some implementations, the encoded device profile 126e is a compressed

device profile. In these implementations, the device profile decoder can decompress the

encoded device profile 126 and can recreate the device profile 126r based on the results

of the decompression.

[00100] At operation 420, the search module 3 2 adjusts the consideration set 160

based on the recreated device profile 126. In implementations, the search module 3 2

feeds the device features 128 of the recreated device profile 26r into a machine learned

scoring model when scoiing each application 0 in the consideration set 160. For each



application 10 in the consideration set 160, the search module 312 can feed the device

features 128, as they pertain to the application 0 (e.g., whether the application 0 is

installed on the user device 200, recentiy executed by the user device, recently accessed

by the user device 200, and/or deleted from the user device 200), into the machine

learned scoring model along with application scoring features of the application 0,

query scoring feature of the query, and application-query scoring features, which relate

the search query 122 to the application 110. The machine learned scoring model outputs

a result score of the application 1 0 , which takes into account the device features 128 of

the user device 126 as they pertain to the application 10.

00101] in other implementations, the search module 3 2 determines the result scores

of each application 110 using the scoring models without taking into account the device

features 128 of the user device 200. In these implementations, the search module 3 2

performs variable boosting on the result scores based on the device features 128 and one

or more business rules. For example, the search module 2 can multiply the result score

of an application 0 by a first boosting factor (e.g., .8), if the application 0 is installed

on the user device 200 and/or by a second boosting factor (e.g., .3), if the application 10

has been deleted from the user device 200.

[00102] The search module 312 can rank the applications 1 0 in the consideration set

60 based on the results scores thereof. Additionally or alternatively, the search module

312 can cull the consideration set 160 based on the result scores. For example, the search

module 312 can remove applications 0 from the consideration set 160 that have result

scores that are below a threshold.

[00103] At operation 422, the search module 3 2 generates the search results 130

based on the adjusted consideration set 160. In some implementations, the search module

312 generates result objects using the application data contained in the application 0

records 334 indicated by the consideration set 160. At operation 424, the search module

3 2 communicates the search results to the user device 200.

[00104] Referring no to FIG. 5, an example set of operations for a method 500 for

performing an application search is illustrated. In the example of FIG. 5, the application

search is an application state search. For purposes of explanation, the method 500 is

explained with respect to the components of the search engine 300.



[00105] At operation 510, the search module 312 initiates a search session. The search

module 3 2 may initiate the search session in response to a request for a search session

from a user device 200 The search module 3 2 can open a new search session and

assign a session ID to the new search session. The search module 312 can communicate

the session ID to the user device 200, thereby confirming initiation of the search session.

[00106] At operation 5 2, the search module 312 receives an encoded device profile

126e from the user device 200. The user device 200 can transmit the encoded device

profile 126e during the initiation of the search session or with a subsequent search query

122 (e.g., i the query wrapper 120 of the search query 122). The encoded device profile

126e can indicate one or more device features 128. The device features 128 can include a

list of applications 1 0 that are installed on the user device 200, a list of applications 0

that were recently executed by the user device 200, list of web applications 216 recently

accessed by the user device 200, and/or a list of applications 0 that have been deleted

from the user device 200.

[00107] At operation 5 14, the search module 312 receives a search query 122 from the

user device 200. The user device 200 may include the search query 122 in a query

wrapper 120. The user device 200 may further include additional parameter 24 in the

query wrapper 120. In some implementations, the user device 200 can provide the

encoded device profile 126e in the query wrapper 120.

[00108] At operation 5 6, the search module 312 identifies a considerations set of

application states. In some implementations, the search module identifies one or more

application state records 338 from the application state datastore 336 based on the search

query 122 and zero or more additional query parameters 24, as discussed above (e.g.,

application state search). The consideration set 160 identifies application state records

that are at least somewhat relevant to the search query 22 and/or one or more of the

query parameters 124.

[00109] At operation 5 8, the device profile decoder recreates a device profile 26r of

the requesting user device 200 based on the encoded device profile 126e. In some

implementations, the encoded device profile 126e includes one or more Bloom filters 260

or a Bloom filter 260 having one or more partitions. In these implementations, each

Bloom filter 260 or each partition of a single Bloom filter 260 can indicate a different list



of applications 1 0 (e.g., a list of applications 0 that are installed on the user device

200, a list of applications 0 that were recently executed by the user device 200, list of

web applications 2 6 recently accessed by the user device 200, and/or a list of

applications 110 that have been deleted from the user device 200). The device profile

decoder 4 can obtain a list of potential applications 0 that indicates one or more

applications 0 that could be represented by the Bloom filter 260. In some

implementations, the list of potential applications 1 0 indicates all of the applications 0

represented in the application datastore 332. In other implementations, the device profile

decoder 314 utilizes the consideration set 160 to determine the list of potential

applications 10. The device profile decoder 3 4 utilizes the application IDs 266 of the

applications 0 indicated in the list of potential applications to query the Bloom filter

260. For each application ID 266, the device prof le decoder 3 4 feeds the application ID

266 to the hash procedure 262 to obtain k index addresses. The device profile decoder

3 4 checks the values of the elements at the k index addresses. If all of the k elements

are equal to one, then the device profile decoder 314 determines that the application

corresponding to the application ID 266 was likely included in the list of applications 0

communicated in the encoded device profile 126e. The device profile decoder 3 4 can

add the application 0 to the recreated device profile 26r of the user device 200, as

discussed above. The device profile decoder 314 can repeat this process for each

application 10 indicated in the list of potential applications 0 . In this way, the device

profile decoder 314 recreates the device profile 26r thereby identifying at least some of

the device features 128 of the user device 200.

[00 0] In some implementations, the encoded device profile 26e is a compressed

device profile. In these implementations, the device profile decoder can decompress the

encoded device profile 26 and can recreate the device profile 126r based on the results

of the decompression.

[00111] At operation 520, the search module 3 2 adjusts the consideration set 160

based on the recreated device profile 26 In some implementations, the search module

3 2 feeds the device features 28 of the recreated device profile 126r into a machine

learned scoring model when scoring each application state indicated in the consideration

set 160. For each application state indicated in the consideration set 160, the search



module 3 12 can feed the device features 128, as they pertain to the application 110 of the

application state (e.g., whether the application 0 is installed on the user device 200,

recently executed by the user device, accessed by the user device 200, and/or deleted

from the user device 200), into the machine learned scoring model along with record

scoring features of the application state, quer scoring feature of the query, and

application-query scoring features which relate the search query 22 to the application

state. The machine learned scoring model outputs a result score of the application state,

which takes into account the device features 128 as they pertain to the application 1 0 to

which the application state corresponds.

[00112] in other implementations, the search module 312 determines the result scores

of each application state using the scoring models without taking into account the device

features 128 of the user device 200. In these implementations, the search module 3 2

performs variable boosting on the result scores based on the device features 28 and one

or more business rules. For example, the search module 2 can multiply the result score

of an application 0 by a first boosting factor (e.g., 1.7), if the application 0 is

installed on the user device 200 and/or by a second boosting factor (e.g., .4), if the

application 1 0 has been deleted from the user device 200.

[001 13] The search module 3 2 can rank the applications 0 in the consideration set

60 based on the results scores thereof. Additionally or alternatively, the search module

3 2 can cull the consideration set 160 based on the result scores. For example, the search

module 3 2 can remove applications from the consideration set 160 that have result

scores that are below a threshold. Furthermore, the search module 312 can group the

application state records 338 indicated by the consideration set 160 based on the

applications to which the application state records 338 pertain.

[00114] At operation 522, the search module 312 generates the search results 130

based on the adjusted consideration set 160. In some implementations, the search module

312 generates result objects using the application state data contained in the application

state records 338 indicated by the consideration set 0. n these implementations, the

search module 312 can generate a state link for each result object based on the resource

identifiers) contained in the application state record 338. The state links can be included



in the respective result objects. At operation 524, the search module 312 communicates

the search results to the user device 200.

[00115] The methods 400, 500 of FIGS. 4 and 5 are provided for example and not

intended to limit the scope of the disclosure. The ordering of the operations described

can be altered without departing from the scope of the disclosure. For instance, the

recreating the device profile 126r can be performed when the device profile is received or

after the consideration set 160 has been identified. In another example, the device profile

26e can be received at the initiation of the search session or with a search query.

[00116] Various implementations of the systems and techniques described here can be

realized in digital electronic and/or optical circuitry, integrated circuitry, specially

designed ASICs (application specific integrated circuits), computer hardware, firmware,

software, and/or combinations thereof. These various implementations can include

implementation in one or more computer programs that are executable and/or

interpretab!e on a programmable system including at least one programmable processor,

which may be special or general purpose, coupled to receive data and instructions from,

and to transmit data and instructions to, a storage system, at least one input device, and at

least one output device.

[00117] These computer programs (also known as programs, software, software

applications or code) include machine instructions for a programmable processor, and can

be implemented in a high-level procedural and/or object-oriented programming language,

and/or in assembly/machine language. As used herein, the terms "machine-readable

medium" and "computer-readable medium" refer to any computer program product, non-

transitory computer readable medium, apparatus and/or device (e.g., magnetic discs,

optical disks, memory, Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs)) used to provide machine

instructions and/or data to a programmable processor, including a machine-readable

medium that receives machine instructions as a machine-readable signal. The term

"machine-readable signal" refers to any signal used to provide machine instructions

and/or data to a programmable processor.

[00118] Implementations of the subject matter and the functional operations described

in this specification can be implemented in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer

software, firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed in this specification



and their structural equivalents, or in combinations of one or more of them. Moreover,

subject matter described in this specification can be implemented as one or more

computer program products, i.e., one or more modules of computer program instructions

encoded on a computer readable medium for execution by, or to control the operation of,

data processing apparatus. The computer readable medium can be a machine-readable

storage device, a machine-readable storage substrate, a memory device a composition of

matter effecting a machine-readable propagated signal, or a combination of one or more

of them. The terms "data processing apparatus", "computing device" and "computing

processor" encompass all apparatus, devices, and machines for processing data, including

by way of example a programmable processor, a computer, or multiple processors or

computers. The apparatus can include, in addition to hardware code that creates an

execution environment for the computer program in question, e.g., code that constitutes

processor firmware, a protocol stack, a database management system, an operating

system, or a combination of one or more of them. A propagated signal is an artificially

generated signal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or electromagnetic signal

that is generated to encode information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus.

[00 ] A computer program (also known as an application, program, software,

software application, script, or code) can be written in any form of programming

language, including compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any

form, including as a stand-alone program or as a module, component, subroutine, or other

unit suitable for use in a computing environment. A computer program does not

necessarily coiTespond to a file in a file system. A program can be stored in a portion of

a file that holds other programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a markup

language document), in a single file dedicated to the program in question, or in multiple

coordinated files (e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub programs, or portions of

code). A computer program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on

multiple computers that are located at one site or distributed across multiple sites and

interconnected by a communication network.

[00120] The processes and logic flows described in this specification can be performed

by one or more programmable processors executing one or more computer programs to

perform functions by operating on input data and generating output. The processes and



logic flows can also be performed by, and apparatus can also be implemented as, special

purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC

(application specific integrated circuit).

[00121] Processors suitable for the execution of a computer program include, by way

of example, both general and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or more

processors of any kind of digital computer. Generally, a processor will receive

instructions and data from a read only memory or a random access memory or both. The

essential elements of a computer are a processor for performing instructions and one or

more memory devices for storing instructions and data. Generally, a computer will also

include, or be operativelv coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both, one or

more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g., magnetic, magneto optical disks, or

optical disks. However, a computer need not have such devices. Moreover, a computer

can be embedded in another device, e.g., a mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant

(PDA), a mobile audio player, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, to name just

a few. Computer readable media suitable for storing computer program instructions and

data include all forms of non-volatile memory, media and memory devices, including by

way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g., EPROM, EEPRQM, and flash

memory devices; magnetic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; magneto

optical disks; and CD ROM and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can

be supplemented by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.

[00122] To provide for interaction with a user, one or more aspects of the disclosure

can be implemented on a computer having a display device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray

tube), LCD (liquid crystal display) monitor, or touch screen for displaying information to

the user and optionally a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse or a trackball, by

which the user can provide input to the computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to

provide interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback provided to the user can be

any form of sensory feedback, e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile

feedback; and input from the user can be received in any form, including acoustic,

speech, or tactile input. In addition, a computer can interact with a user by sending

documents to and receiving documents from a device that is used by the user; for



example, by sending web pages to a web browser on a user's client device in response to

requests received from the web browser.

[00123] One or more aspects of the disclosure can be implemented in a computing

system that includes a backend component, e.g. as a data server, or that includes a

middleware component, e.g., an application server, or that includes a frontend

component, e.g., a client computer having a graphical user interface or a Web browser

through which a user can interact with an implementation of the subject matter described

in this specification, or any combination of one or more such backend, middleware, or

frontend components. The components of the system can be interconnected by any form

or medium of digital data communication, e.g., a communication network. Examples of

communication networks include a local area network ("LAN") and a wide area network

("WAN"), an inter-network (e.g., the Internet), and peer-to-peer networks (e.g., ad hoc

peer-to-peer networks).

[00124] The computing system can include clients and servers. A client and server are

generally remote from each other and typically interact through a communication

network. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer programs

running on the respective computers and having a client-server relationship to each other.

n some implementations, a server transmits data (e.g., an HTML page) to a client device

(e.g., for purposes of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user interacting

with the client device). Data generated at the client device (e.g. a result of the user

interaction) can be received from the client device at the server.

[00125] While this specification contains many specifics, these should not be

construed as limitations on the scope of the disclosure or of what may be claimed, but

rather as descriptions of features specific to particular implementations of the disclosure.

Certain features that are described in this specification in the context of separate

implementations can also be implemented in combination in a single implementation.

Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single implementation

can also be implemented in multiple implementations separately or in any suitable sub

combination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in certain

combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed



combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed

combination may be directed to a sub-combination or variation of a sub-combination

[00126] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order,

this should not be understood as requiring that such operations be performed in the

particular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illustrated operations be

performed, to achieve desirable results. In certain circumstances, multi-tasking and

paral lel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of various system

components in the embodiments described above should not be understood as requiring

such separation in al embodiments, and it should be understood that the described

program components and systems can generally be integrated together in a single

software product or packaged into multiple software products.

[00127] A number of implementations have been described. Nevertheless, it wi ll be

understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and

scope of the disciosure. Accordingly, other implementations are within the scope of the

following claims. For example, the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a

different order and still achieve desirable results.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method comprising;

receiving, by a processing device (310), an encoded device profile (126e)

indicating device features (128) of a user device (200, 20Ga-c), the device features (128)

at least indicating one or more native applications (218) installed on the user device (200,

200a-c);

identifying, by the processing device (310), the device features (128) of the user

device (200, 200a-c) based on the encoded device profile (126e);

receiving, by the processing device (310), a search query (122) f om the user

device (200, 200a-c);

performing, by the processing device (310), an application search based on the

search query (122) to identify a consideration set ( 160) of application state records (334);

adjusting, by the processing device (310), the consideration set ( 60) based on the

device features (128) to obtain an adjusted consideration set (160); and

generating, by the processing device (310), search results (130) based on the

adjusted consideration set (160).

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the encoded device profile (126e) comprises a

Bloom filter (260) having a plurality of Boolean values stored at a plurality of index

addresses thereof, the Bloom filter (260) being indicative of the device features (128) of

the user device (200, 200a c .

3 . The method of claim 2, further comprising recreating the encoded device profile

(126e) as a recreated device profile (126r) by:

obtaining a list (264) of potential applications ( 0); and

for each potential application ( 10) identified in the list (264) of potential

applications ( 10):

feeding an application identifier (226) of the potential application ( 10)

into a hash procedure (262) to obtain k index addresses, where k is an integer greater than

one;

querying the Bloom filter (260) at the k indexes addresses; and



selectively adding the application identifier (226) to the device features

(128) of the user device (200, 200a-c) based on the querying of the Bloom filter (260).

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the device features (128) further comprise a list

(264) of native applications ( 8) recently executed by the user device (200, 200a c

and/or a list (264) of native applications (218) that have been deleted from the user

device (200, 200a- c) .

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the device features ( 8) further comprise a list

(264) of web applications (216) recently accessed by the user device (200, 200a-c).

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein the consideration set (160) indicates a plurality of

application records (334) obtained from a application datastore (332), the plurality of

application records (334) indicating applications ( 0) that are relevant to the search

query (122).

7 . The method of claim 1, wherein the consideration set ( 0) indicates a plurality

of application state records (334) obtained from an application state datastore (336), the

plurality of application state records (334) indicating states of one or more records (334)

that are relevant to the search query (1 2)

8. The method of claim 1, wherem adjusting the consideration set (160) comprises:

for each application state record (334) in the consideration set (160):

determining a result score of the application state record (334) based on

one or more application features of the application state record (334) an one or more

query features of the search query (122); and

selectively boosting the result score based on the device features (128) of

the user device (200, 200a-c); and

ranking the application state records (334) in the consideration set (160) based on

the respective result scores thereof.



9 . The method of claim 1, wherein adjusting the consideration set (160) comprises:

for each application state record (334) in the consideration set (160) determining a

result score of the application state record (334) based on one or more application

features of the application state record (334), one or more query features of the query

(122), and the device features (128) of the user device (200, 200a c ; and

ranking the application state records (334) in the consideration set (160) based on

the respective result scores thereof

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, by the processing device (3 10), a request to initiate a search session

from the user device (200, 200a c);

initiating, by the processing device (310), the search session;

assigning, by the processing device (310), a session identifier to the search

session; and

associating, by the processing device (310), the session identifier to the device

features (128) of the user device (200, 200a-c).

1 . The method of claim 10, wherein the session identifier is used to retrieve the

device features (128) of the user device (200, 200a-c) when the search query (122) is

received from the user device (200, 200a-c) and when subsequent search queries (122)

are received from the user device (200, 200a-c).

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising storing, by the processing device

(310), the identified device features (128) of the user device (200, 200a-c) in a recreated

device profile (126r).

13. A search engine (300) comprising;

a storage device (330) including one or more non-transitory computer readable

mediums storing computer readable instructions;



a processing device (3 0) in communication with the storage device (330) and

executing the computer readable instructions, the computer readable instructions causing

the processing device (310) to:

receive an encoded device profile (126e) indicating device features (128)

of a user device (200, 200a c . the device features ( 8) at least indicating one or more

native applications (218) installed on the user device (200, 20Ga-c);

identify the device features (128) of the user device (200, 200a-c) based

on the encoded device profile (126e);

receive a search query (122) from the user device (200, 200a-c);

perform an application search based on the search query (122) to identify a

consideration set (160) of records (334);

adjust the consideration set (160) based on the device features (128) to

obtain an adjusted consideration set (160); and

generate search results (130) based on the adjusted consideration set (160).

14 The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the encoded device profile (126e)

comprises a Bloom filter (260) having a plurality of Boolean values stored at a plurality

of index addresses thereof, the Bloo filter (260) being indicative of the device features

(128) of the user device (200, 200a c .

15 The search engine (300) of claim 14, further comprising recreating the encoded

device profile (126e) as a recreated device profile (126r) by:

obtaining a list (264) of potential applications ( 110); and

for each potential application ( 0) identified in the list (264) of potential

applications ( 1 10):

feeding an application identifier (226) of the potential application ( 0)

into a hash procedure (262) to obtain k index addresses, where k is an integer greater than

one;

querying the Bloom filter (260) at the k indexes addresses; and

selectively adding the application identifier (226) to the device features

(128) of the user device (200, 2G0a-c) based on the querying of the Bloom filter (260).



16 The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the device features (128) further

comprise a list (264) of native applications (21 8) recently executed by the user device

(200, 200a-c) and/or a list (264) of native applications (218) that have been deleted from

the user device (200, 200a-c).

17 The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the device features (128) further

comprise a list (264) of web applications (216) recently accessed by the user device (200,

200a- c) .

18 The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the consideration set (160) indicates

a plurality of application records (334) obtained from an application datastore (332), the

plurality of application records (334) indicating applications that are relevant to the

search query (122)

19 The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the consideration set (160)

indicates a plurality of application state records (334) obtamed from an application state

datastore (336), the plurality of application state records (334) indicating states of one or

more records (334) that are relevant to the search query (122).

20 The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein adjusting the consideration set

(160) comprises:

for each application state record (334) in the consideration set (160):

determining a result score of the application state record (334) based on

one or more application features of the application state record (334) an one or more

query features of the query (122); and

selectively boosting the result score based on the device features (128) of

the user device (200, 200a-c); and

ranking the application state records (334) i the consideration set (160) based on

the respective result scores thereof.



2 1. The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein adjusting the consideration set

(160) comprises:

for each application state record (334) in the consideration set ( 160) determining a

result score of the record based on one or more application features of the application

state record (334), one or more query features of the query (122), and the device features

(128) of the user device (200 200a-c); and

ranking the application state records (334) in the consideration set (160) based on

the respective result scores thereof.

22. The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the computer readable instructions,

when executed by the processing device (310), further cause the processing device (310)

to:

receive a request to initiate a search session from the user device (200, 200a-c);

initiate the search session;

assign a session identifier to the search session; and

associate the session identifier to the device features (128) of the user device (200,

200a-c).

23. The search engine (300) of claim 22, wherein the session identifier is used to

retrieve the device features (128) of the user device (200, 200a-c) when the search query

(122) is received from the user device (200, 200a c and when subsequent search queries

(122) are received from the user device (200, 200a-c).

24. The search engine (300) of claim 13, wherein the computer readable instructions,

when executed by the processing device (310), further cause the processing device

(310)to store the identified device features (128) of the user device (200, 200a-c) in a

recreated device profile (126r).
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